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.ON A PLANING-TAIL SEAPLANE HULL

By Kenneth”L. .wadlin . “ “
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INTRODUCT19N. .
,

The afterbody of a conventlo”nalflying-boat hull
performs several functions. It serves as a falrlng
for the forebody and provides space in which useful
load oan be carried. The most ~mportant funotions
of the afterbod$, however, probably are the provision
of buoysncy and trim control at low sp~:edsand the
provision of a planing surface that, at speeds in the
region of the hump sqeed, dynamically carries load
and controls trim.

Zn reference I “anunconventional aft?rbody
called a “planing tail” was proposed. It appeared
that a hull with this type of sf’terbodyIn conjunc-
tion with a forebodyhavlng a pointed trailing edge
could be made to perform the functions of a con-
ventional flyi.ng-,boathull and give some Improvements
in hydrodynamic resistance and stability character- “
istics. The further possibility of eliminating the
chines on an afterbody of the planing-tall type by
addtng a hydrofoil -to furqish.hydrodynamic lift was
suggested in reference 1. Some exploratory tests
were made to determine the feasibility of using a
hydrofoil In this manner and the results of these
tests are presented herein. The tests were made
in NACA tank no. 2 during July 1943. .

.

PROCEDURE ●

. .

“ Because the tests were exploratory in nature,
a slnple model, represen.tativ9of the general ar-
rangement desired, *as considered as suitable as
one that would more nearly approach a finished
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fl@ng-boat hull. The model tested was constructed
from NACA model 35-A ( referenoe 2) with a hydrofoil
mounted on a oyllndrloal boom replacing-the original
afterbody.

The arrangements that were tested were desig-
nated the NACA 1600 series with suffixes one through
five”added to indicate changes made in the step depth
and hydrofoil looation as shown in figure 1. The
table in this figure indicates the chanqes and the
order In which they were made.

~ree.to.tr~m tests were ~~e f.n ~hjbchreglst~ce
and trim were measured in accordance with standard
practice at the NACA tanks.

All the tests were made at constant speeds.
The load on the.model was applled by means of dead
wetghts in accordance with the loading curve given
in figure 2.

The data from the tests were reduced to the o
usual nond~menslonal coefficients. Tk.nsecoef-
ficients are de”finedas follows:

()load coefficient ~CA . 3wb .

()

R
CR

reslstancie coeffioi’ent —
wb3

Cv
()

s“peedo-oefflcient.—
“. I&

where

A load on water, pounds

R water resistance pounds

v speed, feet per second

w specific weight of water, pounds Ijercubic
foot {63.0 lb/cu ft for oondltions of
these tests)
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RW3ULTS AND DISCU~SION

. .
. .

.

The sertes ofrfree-to-trim rekistenoe and trim
ourves shown lri.figure2 were obtained by starting
with model 160G-1 and varyt.ngthe step depth and
hydrofoil looation. ..

,. ..
Previous tests had khown that under.approxi-

mately the same.laad@g oondltiona the best trim of
the forebody of’model 35-A was about”7° In the
region of the h~ speed and about 60 at the higher
s~eeds. . A configuration that wotildbe free to
trim at ap~roxlmately 70 throughout the speed rsnge
would therefqre most probably be operatin~ very
near its best trim.

The trim curve (flS. 2) for the configuration
with.the deq step and the aftermost location of
the hydrofoil (model 160G-1) shcws that the trims
in the region of the hump speed were approximately
.+
z abave the best trim for the forebody. A change

In the depth of step from 12 Inches to 9 inches
(model 160G-2) changed the trim to approximately 7°
in the region of the hump speed, and some decrease
In hump resistance was obtained. The trim and
resi.stanoein the speed range just beyond the
hump speed were also reduced considerably. Moving
the hydrofoil from 33 inches to 28 lnohes aft of
the step (model 160G-.3.)slightly Inoreased the trim
in the speed renge just beyond the hump with no
appreciable ohange in resistance. TMs change in
looation qf the hydrofoil, however, did-not appreci-
ably affect trim and resistance in the regjon of the
hump speed.

In general, hydrofoils are unstable when they
rise close to the surface of the water and tend to
oscillate In and out”of the water. This type of
instability was present with models 160G-2 and 160G-3
in the Intermediate speed range”wh~ the hydrofoil
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started to clear the water. Even If”this instability
were not severe in itself, It would possibly excite
porpoising. This instability of the hydrofoil was
eliminated by moving the hydrofoil from ~J. Inches to

,. 3 inches below the bottom of the tall (model 160G-4).
This change allowed the hydrofoil to clear the water
at approximately thq same speed as before. In this
configuration, however, the afterbody was apparently
carrying a greater load at the time the hydrofoil
cleared and the necessary stabilizing force was thus
provided by thp afterbody. .

. This change In”hydrofoil locatlon also produced
an additional increase lntrim in the speed range .
just beyond the region of the hump speed, with no ap-
preciable change In resistance.

When the hydrofoil was removed (model 160G-5),
the resistance was only glightly changed but the
trims were considerably higher in the region of the
hump speed because of the loss of the ne~ative trim-
ming moment supplied by the hydrofcil.

The resistances of models 160G-)J.and 160G-5 are
compared in figure 3 with the minimum resistance
(at the same gross-load coefficient) of a conven-
tional flying-boat hull (hull ,A) that is represents- “
tive of current design. The resistances of these
models are somewhat higher than the resistance of
hull A.

In the region of the hump speed, the differences
between the trims for the configurations with and
without the hydrofoil indicate that the hydrofoil
produced considerable lift in this speed,range. The “
change in trim produced b~ this lift undoubtedly
effected the observed improvement in resistance.
The same’change in trim at the hump speed could be
obtained by moving the center of gravity forward on
the canfIguratlon without the hydrofoil (model 160G-5).
This change in center-of-gravity location would give
a lower and more desirable trim at rest and would
cause the model to operate more nearly at the best
trim for the forebody at all speeds except the very
highest. The resistance characteristics in this
case would probably be at least as good as those for
the model tested with the best locatlon of the
hydrofo~l (model 160GF4). “It Is thbrefore possible
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that an afterbod~ bf vefi small oross section and
having no chines could of Itself supply sufficient
~~a~h~;if~ to be sucoes~fully used on a flying-...

● ,, . .
.. . .“

The spray at the stern of model.160G-4 tended
to envelop the oyllndrloal afterbody but was never
more than two-thirds of a beam above’the bottom of
the afterbody. Near the hump.speed, the stern of
the afterbody ofmodel 160G-5 was actually enveloped
by water .wLththe spray reaching a lie~~t of two ‘
beams above the bottom of the afterbody. Thi S
spray was evidently due to the increased load
carried by the boom and probably would be reduced
by moving the center of gravity forward.

None of the models tested gave any indication
of directional instability in any portion of the
speed range.

. CONCLUS1ONS

●

Tests with .ahydrofoil on a planlng-tall sea-
nlane hull were made in NACA tank no. 2. The
results of these tests indicated the following con-
clusions:

1. It Is possible that an afterbody of very
small cross sectlcm and having no chines could of
itself sunply sufficient dynamic lift to be suc-
cessfully used on a flying-boat hull.

2. A single hydrofoil can be added to an
afterbody of this type in such a manner that it
will provide additional h~drodynamic lift without
introducing instabtllty. Although this additional
lift would sltghtly reduoe the load bnthe ‘after-
body boom and, consequently, would reduce the
height of the snray around the tail, it is doubtf’ul
that these benefits would be sufficient to warrant
the use o# a hydrofoil In such a manner.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
NatiOnal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.,

Langley Field, Va.
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lJACA RB No. L4C28 Fig. 2

Figure 2.- Effect of varying step height and hydrofoil locat
on free-to-trim resistance and trim.
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Fi gure 3.- Comparison of resistance characteristics of NACA
models 160G-4 and 160G-5 with resistance characteristics
a conventional flying-boat I:u1l.
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